
Be very careful to keep the commandment and the law that Moses the servant of the LORD gave you: to love 
 the LORD your God, to walk in all his ways, to obey his commands, to hold fast to him and to serve him with all your 

heart and all your soul” (Joshua 22:5). 
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SOCIAL MEDIA IMPLEMENTATION: HOW TO FEED THE CONTENT MONSTER! 
PRODUCING QUALITY CONTENT DISCUSSION.  



D E V O T I O N A L



How To Feed The Content Monster

Make a Plan (Audience,  What do They Want to Read?)

Use an editorial Calendar (Hootsuite)

Pass The Reshare Test. Why people reshape my post?

Reshare Your Pal’s Posts

Share What Is Already Popular

Use Lists, Circles, Communities, Groups

Use RSS Feeds

Take Advantage of User Generated Content 



How To Communicate With Impact In Social Media

A glimpse of your life is required. 

You Become Attractive When Other People Want to Lead A Similar Lifestyle (p. 109)

Your prospects get to trust the person behind the product. 

They trust you. When that happens… 

When a story spreads, so does your message (p. 111). 

Use stories to stand out! Storytelling is key. 

Avoid Giving The Impression That You Are Communicating Just Because Of The Money (p. 109)

Communicate to build relationships

Social media is not for you. Embrace the social part of social media!

You are no longer just a commodity

If you don't tell your story, somebody else will. 

If you expect to profit from social media without being social, you can forget it (p. 108) 

Struggle to strength stories are powerful!
Failure stories; How you got into this business story



How To Communicate With Impact In Social Media

Ask questions. 

Offer a next step (p. 115).  

Be generous. 

Careful not to give too many options. 

Build trust by linking to experts (p. 116). 

You influence others when they feel you have their best interest in mind. 

Use the following to make choice for people 

Communicate to build relationships

Use YouTube video; Give an audio lesson; Blog, blog, blog!!! Give on twitter (use tinyURL) 

Make an opposing statement (*) Delicate strategy.  When you say something opposite of what others are saying, you stand out

Show people you have their best interest in mind. 

Start juice conversations (p. 113). 



E X E R C I S E
Let’s Try some!



  “Once People know you have their best interest in mind, they begin looking at your 
 as the go-to person in your area of expertise and you become rich and famous 

 in that field.” 

Last Tip! 


